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History
Development of the open
market reinsurance activities
abroad, alongside the
State-guaranted operations in
some specialty lines (war risks,
nuclear risks, and terrorism).

1946
Creation of the Caisse
Centrale de Réassurance,
a State-owned institution
with commercial operations.

Structuring of CCR Company:
incorporation as a limited
company licenced as a plain
reinsurer; implementation of
solvency 2 framework.

1982
Establishment by law of the
natural disasters scheme in
which CCR plays a central role
as unlimited reinsurance with
the state guarantee.

2016
Creation of CCR Re,
a wholly-owned
subsidiary of CCR,
dedicated to open
market reinsurance
activities.

CORPORATE PROJECT

Laurent Montador,
Deputy Chief Executive Officer

Bertrand Labilloy,
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Following the spin-off of CCR's market reinsurance activities late 2016, CCR Re
has since affirmed its footprint in the international reinsurance landscape. The
sustained portfolio development, the continuous profitability improvement and
the significant strengthening of its financial soundness confirm the relevance of
the underwriting and investment policies in line with our business plan. Our
ambition is to develop a second international reinsurance platform in Paris as an
alternative to market leaders, to offer our clients first-class services within a
long-term and personalised relationship, thus, to be a leading player in risk
analysis and process digitalization.
Today, CCR Re undergoes a full transformation. All processes have been
rethought with the introduction of artificial intelligence in underwriting analysis,
allowing our experts to focus on value-added tasks and customer relationship
management. Our teams, extensively redesigned and expanded, have been
rejuvenated, feminized and diversified. Underwriting is being extended to new
markets, notably in Latin America, sub-Saharan Africa and the Indian Ocean ring.
At the same time, new high value-added services complete our coverage offers.
Lastly, innovative risk management tools are being introduced, in particular with
the implementation of the first sidecar under French law.

www.ccr-re.com

COMPANY PROFILE

CCR Re is a medium-size reinsurer with a longstanding franchise in traditional
property & casualty and life & health reinsurance, as well as in some selected
specialty lines (credit, marine, aviation & space, terrorism), in France and abroad.
Its mother company, CCR, is a state-owned reinsurer that provides unlimited
covers against natural disasters, terrorist attacks and other extreme risks in
France, with the guarantee of the French State (S&P AA rating). CCR Re is a
strategic component of CCR Group which is reflected in its identity, organization
and business model. CCR Re enjoys an A rating from S&P with stable outlook.
CCR Re is robust and conservative by culture, but also risk friendly and client
centric with a long term commitment view. The company’s very strong risk
management framework is reflected by the diversification of the business mix
and the investment portfolio, the prudent reserving policy, the wide range of
mitigation tools that protect the balance sheet and the P&L against peak risks, as
well as by the group’s board governance and the company’s organization,
controls and processes.
The primary focus of CCR Re is to provide clients with high quality and cost
effective service and to propose solutions in line with its risk appetite
framework. CCR Re is committed to work very closely with you through a
service-oriented partnership, to listen to you, to understand your constraints,
to give firm answers to your requests and to do it in a timely manner.
You may count on the commitment, experience and expertise of CCR Re's
professionals. They stay at your disposal and can interact with you in more than
15 languages.

www.ccr-re.com

STRATEGY 2016 / 2022

The business plan that underpinned the creation of CCR Re in 2016 having been
successfully executed one year ahead of plan, the Board of Directors assigned new
objectives to the company for the period 2020-2022, in line with the path
followed up the date(1). Change in continuity!

Successful growth combined with operational
excellence
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Notes:
(1) Figures presented for 2022 are estimates for the Streamline plan as established in 2020 when it was adopted;
(2) Cost ratio is calculated by CCR Re as management expenses (excluding financial management expenses but
including claims handling expenses) net of CVAE/C3S tax out of gross written premiums, for Life & Non Life activities;
(3) EBITER: Earnings Before Interests, Taxes, and Equalization Reserve. EBITER also excludes non-recurring items.
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BUSINESS PLAN 2020 / 2022

Upgrading the operational platform
1

$
Text mining and E-processing
straight to processing

Bringing analytic
accounting into line with
best practices

Implementing IFRS rules

Cat Value Chain

$
$

Medical
Plateform

IT cedants tools

Improving capital measurement & allocation
(standard model, USP, internall model)

2020-2022 Development plan
GWP

Cost Ratio

2020 649M€

2020

4,9%

2022

4,8%

2022

832M€

Investment ratio
2020
2022

2,6%
2,2%

Net combined ratio
2020

103,2%

2022

95,8%

Life profit margin
2020 2,2%
2022

6.0%

EBITER(2)

Net income

Solvency II ratio(1)

2020 39M€

2020 18M€

2020

199%

2022

201%

2022

72M€

2022

42M€

Notes:
(1) Based on the 30% dividend pay-out of the results;
(2) EBITER: Earnings Before Interests, Taxes, and Equalization Reserve. EBITER also excludes non-recurring items.
Certain statements in this document are forward-looking. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve inherent
risks and uncertainties, both general and specific, and risks exist that the predictions, forecasts, projections and other
forward-looking statements will not be achieved. CCR Re does not make any representation, warranty or prediction that
the results anticipated by such forward-looking statements will be achieved, and such forward-looking statements
represent, in each case, only one of many possible scenarios and should not be viewed as the most likely or standard
scenario. Such forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made. New risks can emerge from
time to time, and it is not possible for CCR Re to predict all such risks, nor can CCR Re assess the impact of all such risks
on its business or the extent to which any risks, or combination of risks and other factors, may cause actual results to
differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements. These and other factors could adversely affect
the outcome and financial effects of the plans and events described herein. Any opinions expressed in this document are
subject to change without notice and CCR Re does not undertake any obligation to update or revise any forward looking
statement, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Non audited preliminary figures - 30/06/2021 (In EUR millions)
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97.0%
5.0%
200%

Gross written premiums
Net combined ratio
Life ratio margin
Solvency ratio

Solvency 2 ratio sensitivities
OPTIMAL RANGE
180% 220%

0%

Solvency ratio 30/06/2021
-100bps interest rate + spread (-0,75% floored)

200%
SOLVENCY RATIO AFTER SHOCKS

189%
211%

+100bps interest rate + spread
USD +15%

203%

USD -15%

198%

1-in-100 years under-provision (3%)

188%

Real Estate -10%

194%

Equity -25%

192%

1-in-200 years CAT choc (€60M)

188%

Rating

AM B EST A
stable outlook

S&P A

stable outlook
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BUSINESS MIX

Non audited preliminary figures - 30/06/2021

Geographical spread
6%

9%
5%
7%

19%

FRANCE

18%

P&C
Premium
Income
66%

6%

GERMANY
REST OF EUROPE
6%

JAPAN

33%

REST OF ASIA
ISRAEL
MENA

25%

CANADA

5%

L&H
Premium
Income
34%
6%

31%

1%

23%

REST OF THE WORLD

Business lines
4% Agricultural risks
6% Financial lines

5% Others
8% Long term care

7% Marine

44% Property

P&C
Premium
Income
€438M

L&H
Premium
Income
€227M

16% Others

23% Motor & GTPL

19% Health

68% Life

Relationship seniority

1/3

of our clients have been
working with us for more
than 10 years.

85 %

www.ccr-re.com

of the CCR Re portfolio
is renewed every year
(retention rate).

PROPERTY &
CASUALTY REINSURANCE

“We are strengthening our presence internationally
right where you need it most.”

PROPERTY &
CASUALTY REINSURANCE

Hervé Nessi
Chief Underwriting Officer
World
hnessi@ccr-re.fr

Elizabeth Adams
Senior Vice president
France
eadams@ccr-re.fr

John Conan
Senior Vice President
Asia - Africa
jconan@ccr-re.fr

François Cahu
Vice President Treaties
UK / Ireland /
Nordic Countries
fcahu@ccr-re.fr

Pierre Salameh
Senior Vice President
of Lebanon
representative office
Middle East
North Africa
psalameh@ccr-re.fr

Pierre Dionne
Senior Vice President
& Chief Agent
Canada
pdionne@ccr-re.fr

Emmanuel Jacquemin
Senior Vice president
Southern Europe &
Latin America
ejacquemin@ccr-re.fr
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PROPERTY &
CASUALTY REINSURANCE

Thierry Ravoaja
Vice President
Sub-Saharan Africa
India
travoaja@ccr-re.fr

José Luis Campos
Senior Underwriter
South America, Benelux
jcampos@ccr-re.fr

Yang Du
Underwriter
China - Hong Kong
ydu@ccr-re.fr

Elena Amaral
Underwriter
Singapore - Malaysia
Thailand
eamaral@ccr-re.fr

Laurent Hivert
Underwriter
Japan - South Korea
lhivert@ccr-re.fr

Andreas Ofner
Vice President Treaties
Germany - Austria
Switzerland
aofner@ccr-re.fr

Clémence Michaud
Underwriter & Actuary
Italy - Portugal
Spain - Andorra
cmichaud@ccr-re.fr

Hande Yildiz-Fuchs
Underwriter & Actuary
Benelux - Turkey - Israel
hyildiz-fuchs@ccr-re.fr
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PROPERTY &
CASUALTY REINSURANCE

Melissa Plaxton
Vice President
Canada
mplaxton@ccr-re.fr

Chadi Abou-Rjeilly
Assistant Vice President
of Lebanon
representative office
Middle East
North Africa
cabou-rjeily@ccr-re.fr

Jessica Robertson
Senior Treaty Underwriter
Quebec – Ontario
jrobertson@ccr-re.fr

Florence Corre
Senior Underwriter
Quebec - Ontario
fcorre@ccr-re.fr

Jonathan Garellek
Underwriter & Actuary
Caribbean
jgarellek@ccr-re.fr
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SPECIALTY LINES

$

“Our teams of specialists advise you on how to find
the best solutions to fit your technical needs.”

SPECIALTY LINES

$

Hervé Nessi
Chief Underwriting Officer
World
hnessi@ccr-re.fr

Antoine Poidatz
Senior Vice President
World
apoidatz@ccr-re.fr

John Lenormand
Vice President
Marine & Energy, Terrorism
& Political Violences
jlenormand@ccr-re.fr

Yamilet Morote
Underwriter
Trade Credit
ymorote@ccr-re.fr

Emilie Le Gal
Underwriter
Marine War Insurance,
Aviation, Space branch,
Liability & Pollution Liability
elegal@ccr-re.fr
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LIFE & HEALTH REINSURANCE

“Our experts listen carefully to you and work by your
side to find solutions. Service and proximity are at the
core of all our business relationships.”

LIFE & HEALTH REINSURANCE

Hervé Nessi
Chief Underwriting Officer
World
hnessi@ccr-re.fr

Lucas Gahat
Underwriter
France
lgahat@ccr-re.fr

Christine Gueyffier
Senior Vice President
France
cgueyffier@ccr-re.fr

Bo Werkstrom
Vice President
Middle East
bwerkstrom@ccr-re.fr

Bertrand Petras
Vice President
Middle East & North Africa
bpetras@ccr-re.fr

Mehdi Tariq
Underwriter & Actuary
Middle East / North Africa
mtariq@ccr-re.fr

Olivier Collignon
Vice President
Latin America
Iberian Peninsula
ocollignon@ccr-re.fr
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LIFE & HEALTH REINSURANCE

Ning Jing Liu
Underwriter & Actuary
Asie
nliu@ccr-re.fr

Samuel Weil
Actuary
Israël
sweill@ccr-re.fr

Pascale Revol
Medical advisor
prevol@ccr-re.fr

Jérémie Pentel
Medical advisor
jpentel@ccr-re.fr

Djelalli Bey
Medical underwriter
dbey@ccr-re.fr

Frédérique Duran-André
Medical underwriter
fduran@ccr-re.fr

Laurence Briand
Medical underwriter
lbriand@ccr-re.fr
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Research Update:

Reinsurer CCR Re Upgraded To 'A' On Core Group
Research Update:
Status; Parent Affirmed At 'AA'; Outlooks Stable
Reinsurer
CCR Re Upgraded To 'A' On Core Group
May
4, 2020
Status; Parent Affirmed At 'AA'; Outlooks Stable
Overview

May 4, 2020
- CCR Re has reported a steady improvement in its technical results over the past two years. It is
100%-owned by Caisse Centrale de Reassurance (CCR) and we now consider it to be core to the
group, rather than highly strategic. We equalize our ratings on core subsidiaries with the
unsupported group credit profile (GCP)--in the case of CCR group, this is 'a'.
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- We
affirming
our 'AA' rating on CCR based on its public policy role and upgrading CCR Re to
'A' because of its change in group status.
- The stable outlook on CCR mirrors that on France and the stable outlook on CCR Re is
Rating
Action
supported
by the group's unique position in the French natural catastrophe insurance market
and its strong capitalization.
On May 4, 2020, S&P Global Ratings affirmed its 'AA' long-term insurer financial strength and
issuer credit ratings on Caisse Centrale de Reassurance (CCR) and raised its ratings on CCR Re to
'A' from 'A-'. The outlook for both companies is stable.
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Rating Action

On
May 4, 2020, S&P Global Ratings affirmed its 'AA' long-term insurer financial strength and
Rationale
issuer credit ratings on Caisse Centrale de Reassurance (CCR) and raised its ratings on CCR Re to
S&P
Global
equalizes
its long-term
on CCR with the unsolicited long-term sovereign
'A'
from
'A-'.Ratings
The outlook
for both
companiesrating
is stable.
rating on France (AA/Stable/A-1+). We believe the reinsurer shares an integral link with the French
government and that there is an almost-certain likelihood of government support if CCR
experiences any financial distress.
Rationale
CCR'sGlobal
government-guaranteed
businesses
stated
by law
(Insurance
Code, long-term
Art. 431) and
S&P
Ratings equalizes its
long-term are
rating
on CCR
with
the unsolicited
sovereign
rating on France (AA/Stable/A-1+). We believe the reinsurer shares an integral link with the French
government and that there is an almost-certain likelihood of government support if CCR
experiences any financial distress.
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CCR's government-guaranteed businesses are stated by law (Insurance Code, Art. 431) and

Research Update: Reinsurer CCR Re Upgraded To &#39;A&#39; On Core Group Status; Parent Affirmed At &#39;AA&#39;; Outlooks Stable
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Core Grouprisks.
Status;
Parent
Affirmed
law's implementation were reaffirmed in an agreement between the government and the company
in 2017. The government has to provide financial assistance to CCR when claims in one accounting
year exceed 90% of the equalization and special reserve built up for this type of business.
include natural catastrophes, nuclear, terrorism, and other exceptional risks. The details of the
The French government recently announced a special plan to aid French businesses, especially
law's implementation were reaffirmed in an agreement between the government and the company
SMEs, to continue their activities and remain afloat despite the uncertainty created by current
in 2017. The government has to provide financial assistance to CCR when claims in one accounting
COVID-19 pandemic. This plan includes setting up a public reinsurance program, guaranteed by
year exceed 90% of the equalization and special reserve built up for this type of business.
the state, for trade credit insurance, to the tune of €10 billion. The government has charged CCR
The
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and fortheir
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COVID-19 pandemic. This plan includes setting up a public reinsurance program, guaranteed by
We consider that CCR Re's prudent underwriting has enabled it to improve its technical
the state, for trade credit insurance, to the tune of €10 billion. The government has charged CCR
results--its net combined ratio stood at 98.1% at the end of 2019. (Lower combined ratios indicate
with implementing this scheme. We consider that this confirms the critical role CCR plays for the
better profitability. A combined ratio of greater than 100% signifies an underwriting loss.)
government and for the national economy.
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Furthermore, CCR Re has progressively widened its geographical presence and increased its
CCR Re generates business globally, of which most stems from Europe, Asia, Canada, the Middle
diversification between life and non-life lines of business. We anticipate that CCR Re may be
East, and North Africa. Its business contributed approximately 36% of the group's gross premium
affected by COVID-19-related claims in 2020, but if we see a global economic recovery, it could
written in 2019, up from 33% in 2016. Given CCR Re's growing contribution to group business and
achieve a combined ratio below 98% in 2021-2022.
overall strategy, we expect the group to support the subsidiary in times of stress. It has
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written in 2019, up from 33% in 2016. Given CCR Re's growing contribution to group business and
CCR Re's close operational and financial integration with the rest of the group further supports our
overall strategy, we expect the group to support the subsidiary in times of stress. It has
assessment of CCR Re's group status. The group's two entities share the same administrative
demonstrated this in the past, when CCR Re experienced significant losses. CCR Re is not
functions and risk management framework. Costs are allocated across CCR Re and the
state-backed, so the group support came in the form of reassessment of exposures.
state-guaranteed business. CCR Re also utilizes both the group's name and logo and is therefore
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target capital level consistent with the group's targets. Furthermore, we believe the parent would
downstream funds to CCR Re if the subsidiary fails to achieve regulatory or internal capital
targets. Our base case assumes that CCR and CCR Re will maintain a robust capital buffer at the
Outlook
'AAA' level in 2020-2021.
The stable outlook on CCR mirrors the stable outlook on France. This reflects our expectation that
the company will maintain its critical role to and integral link with the French government for at
least
the next two years.
Outlook
The stable outlook on CCR Re incorporates our view of the group's stable underlying credit quality
The stable outlook on CCR mirrors the stable outlook on France. This reflects our expectation that
before taking into account government support. As long as we continue to view CCR Re as a core
the company will maintain its critical role to and integral link with the French government for at
subsidiary, the rating on CCR Re will move in tandem with the unsupported group credit profile.
least the next two years.
The stable outlook on CCR Re incorporates our view of the group's stable underlying credit quality
before taking into account government support. As long as we continue to view CCR Re as a core
Downside scenario
subsidiary, the rating on CCR Re will move in tandem with the unsupported group credit profile.
We could lower our ratings on CCR if we were to lower our ratings on France. Although unlikely at
this stage, any indication of a weakening of the company's critical role for or integral link with the
French government might also prompt us to consider lowering the long-term rating on CCR,

Downside scenario

We could lower our ratings on CCR if we were to lower our ratings on France. Although unlikely at
this stage, any indication of a weakening of the company's critical role for or integral link with the
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French government might also prompt us to consider lowering the long-term rating on CCR,
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potentially
by several
notches.
Research
Update:
Reinsurer
CCR Re Upgraded To &#39;A&#39; On Core Group Status; Parent Affirmed At &#39;AA&#39;; Outlooks Stable
We could lower the ratings for CCR Re if:
- Increased claims severity limited CCR's financial flexibility to support CCR Re in adverse market
potentially
by several
conditions,
causingnotches.
us to revise downward the unsupported group credit profile.
We
could
lower
the ratings
for CCR Refor
if: a prolonged period, causing us revise downward its group
- CCR
Re's
profitability
deteriorated
status, or we considered CCR Re's importance to the group's overall strategy had changed.
- Increased claims severity limited CCR's financial flexibility to support CCR Re in adverse market
conditions, causing us to revise downward the unsupported group credit profile.
- CCR Re's profitability deteriorated for a prolonged period, causing us revise downward its group
Upside scenario
status, or we considered CCR Re's importance to the group's overall strategy had changed.
We could raise our ratings on CCR if we took a similar action on the sovereign, and we expected
that CCR would maintain its critical role for and integral link with the French government.

Upside
We could scenario
raise our ratings on CCR Re if we took a similar action on the group, and we expected CCR
Re to maintain its core status within the CCR group.
We could raise our ratings on CCR if we took a similar action on the sovereign, and we expected
that CCR would maintain its critical role for and integral link with the French government.
We could raise
our ratings
on CCR Re if we took a similar action on the group, and we expected CCR
Ratings
Score
Snapshot
Re to maintain its core status within the CCR group.

Ratings Score Snapshot

Ratings
Score Snapshot
Business Risk Profile
Competitive position

Strong
Strong

Ratings
IICRA Score Snapshot

Intermediate

Financial Risk Profile
Business

Strong

Capital and earnings
Competitive
position

Excellent
Strong

Risk exposure
IICRA

High
Intermediate

Funding
structure
Financial
Risk
Profile

Neutral
Strong

Anchor*
Capital and earnings

a
Excellent

Modifiers
Risk exposure

High

Governance
Funding
structure
Liquidity
Anchor*

Neutral
Adequate
a

Comparable ratings analysis
Modifiers

0

Additional
notches to strengthen or weaken the rating because of parental support or sovereign
Governance
rating considerations
Liquidity
Financial Strength Rating
Comparable ratings analysis

3
Neutral
Adequate
AA
0

*This is influenced by our view of Caisse Centrale de Reassurance's unique position in the French natural catastrophe market and its strong

Additional
notchesstrong
to strengthen
or weaken
the rating because of parental support or sovereign
capacity to generate
earnings through
the cycle.
rating considerations

3

Financial Strength Rating

AA

Related Criteria

*This is influenced by our view of Caisse Centrale de Reassurance's unique position in the French natural catastrophe market and its strong
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AM Best Aﬃrms Credit Ratings of Caisse Centrale de Réassurance
and CCR RE
AMSTERDAM - JULY 28, 2021 09:12 AM (EDT)

AM Best has aﬃrmed the Financial Strength Rating (FSR) of A+ (Superior) and the Long-Term Issuer Credit
Rating (Long-Term ICR) of “aa” (Superior) of Caisse Centrale de Réassurance (CCR) (France). Concurrently,
AM Best has aﬃrmed the FSR of A (Excellent) and the Long-Term ICR of “a” (Excellent) of CCR RE (France).
The outlook of these Credit Ratings (ratings) is stable.
The ratings of CCR reﬂect its balance sheet strength, which AM Best assesses as very strong, as well as its
adequate operating performance, favourable business proﬁle and appropriate enterprise risk management
(ERM). The ratings also consider, in the form of rating lift, the explicit unlimited guarantee provided by the
Republic of France to CCR’s state-backed business.
CCR’s balance sheet strength assessment reﬂects the company’s strongest level of risk-adjusted capitalisation, as measured by Best’s Capital Adequacy Ratio (BCAR). CCR’s capital position is supported by signiﬁcant
equalisation and special reserves, which provide capacity to absorb potential losses from its peak exposures
to natural catastrophe, terrorism and other exceptional risks. The balance sheet strength assessment also
reﬂects CCR’s high quality, liquid investment portfolio and conservative reserving practices.
AM Best considers CCR’s long-term operating performance track record to be adequate. Results are subject
to volatility given the nature of business written; however, the company has established signiﬁcant
equalisation reserves, which can be released in loss-heavy years. Losses have trended higher in recent years,
driven by weather-related natural catastrophe events, translating to an average loss ratio of 107% for the
ﬁve-year period ending in 2020 (as calculated by AM Best, before movement in the equalisation reserve).
CCR’s favourable business proﬁle assessment reﬂects the company’s role in France’s public reinsurance
regime and its unique position as the principal reinsurer of natural catastrophe risks underwritten in the
country, with an estimated market share of over 90%. AM Best considers CCR’s market oﬀering of a 50%
quota share, supplemented by an optional, unlimited stop loss treaty, to be a competitive advantage.
The ratings of CCR RE reﬂect its balance sheet strength, which AM Best assesses as very strong, as well as its
adequate operating performance, neutral business proﬁle and appropriate ERM. The ratings also consider, in
the form of rating lift, the strategic importance of CCR RE to CCR.
CCR RE’s balance sheet strength assessment reﬂects its strongest risk-adjusted capitalisation, as measured
by BCAR. The assessment also factors in the company’s low dependence on reinsurance, conservative
reserving practices, and its liquid and high quality investment portfolio. CCR RE’s standalone ﬁnancial
ﬂexibility was demonstrated by the issuance of EUR 300 million of subordinated debt in July 2020. However,
ﬁnancial ﬂexibility remains constrained by the clear segregation of activities and capital between CCR and
CCR RE.
CCR RE has been proﬁtable since its creation as a stand-alone company in 2016, driven by the strong
performance of the company’s life reinsurance portfolio and by investment results supported by realised
gains. Non-life technical performance has improved since 2016, as the company re-calibrated its underwriting portfolio. AM Best expects this improvement to be maintained despite the return to top-line growth.
CCR RE has an established presence in the international reinsurance market, writing a well-diversiﬁed
underwriting portfolio and beneﬁting from the long-established CCR brand.

This press release relates to Credit Ratings that have been published on AM Best’s website. For all rating
information relating to the release and pertinent disclosures, including details of the oﬃce responsible for
issuing each of the individual ratings referenced in this release, please see AM Best’s Recent Rating
Activity web page. For additional information regarding the use and limitations of Credit Rating opinions,
please view Guide to Best’s Credit Ratings. For information on the proper use of Best’s Credit Ratings,
Best’s Preliminary Credit Assessments and AM Best press releases, please view Guide to Proper Use of
Best’s Ratings & Assessments.
AM Best is a global credit rating agency, news publisher and data analytics provider specialising in the
insurance industry. Headquartered in the United States, the company does business in over 100 countries
with regional oﬃces in London, Amsterdam, Dubai, Hong Kong, Singapore and Mexico City.
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